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About This Game

Deadstep is a first person psychological horror game that performs a simple purpose.

One day, you will dream confined in a mansion. There is a invisible ghost in the mansion.
Of course you can't see that ghosts. but you can watch or listen ghost footprints and footsteps, avoid ghosts, and find the items

you need for exorcism.

Find the item and survive before the ghost finds you!
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Title: Deadstep
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sangwoon Jin
Publisher:
FLUXJIN
Release Date: 9 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX1050 2GB VRAM or more / AMD R9 370 2GB VRAM or more

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 7 GB available space

English
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legit the same game as The Note, which is also a terrible game.. I was a heavy player of wipeout HD\/Fury on PS3...

Technically, the only thing ok for the game is the FPS which is sustain 60 fps.
(come on guys, where is the 64bits native build!)

The gameplay seems not finished, or is quite strange. Basically, you must not miss the speed pads, there is no real 0-gravity
flying mechanics\/physics to master, that's dangerous, because it would make the game quite uninteresting.

I have a few rendering bugs on the radeon open source driver (radeonsi).

The music is ok, the 60 fps is ok or course, but the GFX is poor, *really* poor. Wipeout HD\/fury is rendered on a 10 years old
GPU and it looks 100 times better and runs at 60 fps too, come on guys!

Conclusion: there is still a ton of work to do to bring that game "up to speed". I'll check it on a regular time basis, meanwhile I
cannot honestly recommend it.

. It was a gift i swear. There are a lot of really bad Japanese visual novels on steam. This is one of a handful I actually enjoyed
and would recommend. This is not a juvenile fanservice laden piece of poorly written fanfic like most visual novels but actually
tells an interesting story about economics and contains some real character growth.

Now I just wish Sekai Project would stop releasing trash and focus on visual novels with actual stories. Apart from this and
Fault Milestone their libery is a disgrace.. Game looks great, Controls are GARBAGE. Supposed to be relaxing and I cant get
over the fact I can never use the mouse but need to keep my hand on it the entire game, but you dont use it for steering your
plane, that would be too intuitive! you use the keyboard for that silly !
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this game is really really fun to play and i can not say i have seen any bug fullstop looks amazing runs smooth lots of funny
things spoiler alert when i first shot my self in the face very funny indeed stop thinking should i buy should i not well the answer
is you be pretty dumb not to its one of a kind 10\/10. I know much better hidden object game. This one is very unintuitive with
puzzles not correspond to setting.. *WARNING: This game has been reviewed by GameGuru standards. Normal player
discretion is advised.*

The Spirit Underneath is perhaps the best game made with GameGuru but this is not saying much since the game is nothing but
a poor's man (or should I say homeless!) version of Dear Esther and Amnesia: A Machine of Pigs...

POSITIVES
+ Cheap, uninspired but yet creepy sound effects (assets)
+ Some sense of narrative (although underdevelopped)
+ Two endings (although unrewarding)

NEGATIVES
- GameGuru !!!
- ASSET FLIPS !!!
- Horrendous visuals
- Constant and long loading time
- Constrained and linear levels
- Poorly written story
- Very short (around 20 minutes)

Why waste your time and money on this game when there are better games on the market...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AXF61A93LsM&feature=youtu.be

Rating:
1.0 \/ 10. This is an update to my original review (when Card Creator was first released)

I can honestly say this software has one of the best Dev teams I have ever seen, if you used it at original release and were not
impressed, take another look. It has been updated and upgraded to something I am truly impressed with and now find myself
using alot.

Great example of the Developers listening to feedback and the community and evolving to what is in demand. would strongly
recomend this software.

------------------Original Review (April 1017) -------------------------
Sadly I am disapointed, with any sort of effort MSE is 1000% stronger and more customizable.

I cannot in good heart recomend this program. maybe in the future when more content and customizable.. Got the game working
on Windows 10 in a couple of minutes.

https://pcgamingwiki.com/wiki/F1_2011 - get that dll.

Looks epic, and you can play as Shumi.. I highly recommend this game if you like chess and Dream Theater. Its addictive and
the music is pretty good. Its cheap its stupid with very few people playing it. But it has its charms few as they maybe it still kills
a few hours. Its funny but you need a lot of patience if you wanna play this game
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